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allows the study of the interaction of cytochrome c with the energy-transducing components of the
membrane-particle complexes.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a vending
machine having a coin depositing/cashing device, a coin cashing unit (hereinafter referred to as a
“vending machine” for convenience). 2. Description of the Related Art A vending machine for paying
cash is well known. In general, when cash is deposited, a depositing/cashing device receives cash
from a user, and then coins remaining in the depositing/cashing device after the cash is deposited
are counted and discharged outside the vending machine (outside the vending machine for
convenience). As a vending machine that can cash coins of various types of currencies (foreign
coins) in addition to the coins of the Japanese yen, there has been known a vending machine
disclosed in Unexamined Japanese Patent Publication No. 2004-172478 6d1f23a050
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